The Jewish Telegraphic Agency is seeking a reporter to join our growing team to cover Jewish life across the United States. The ideal candidate will have a deep interest in Jewish news and culture and a knack for pitching and writing engaging stories that inspire curious readers in the U.S. and abroad. Strong preference for candidates who are willing to travel and have some level of experience shooting video.

For nearly a century, JTA has been the definitive global source of news, analysis and features on issues of Jewish interest. In addition to our own site (JTA.org), as a newswire service we have more than 70 syndication clients worldwide. Our reporting reflects the wide spectrum of religious, political and cultural identity within the Jewish community.

You will need to have:

- Proven ability to generate and produce news stories that entertain as well as inform
- Passion for digital storytelling
- Must be a team player
- Experience with video (shooting/editing) a plus but not required
- Interest in and some knowledge of Jewish life and traditions
- Flexibility and willingness to travel

JTA’s parent company, 70 Faces Media, is the largest and most diverse Jewish media company in North America. Our other properties include Kveller, Alma, The Nosher, and My Jewish Learning. Collectively we directly reach 3M+ users every month.

To apply, please send your resume, cover letter and links to three published clips to jobs@jta.org. Your email subject line should include “JTA Reporter.”